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Credible sources of information regarding

Make sure that the sources you use are not too old or have expired. There may be a more recent article with new and better insights on your topic. Research materials, books and articles written by well-known authorsIf an author has a good reputation and is well-known in their field, it is very likely that the source can be trusted. Sources
that you find at your university library In general, the sources that you find at your university's library are reliable, be it books, academic journals, articles, music recordings or DVDs. But note that your university's library may also have popular media, which may not be a reliable source of information. Source from online academic database
Online library database is probably one of the best sources of articles from academic journals that you will have access to. Your library will most likely be registered with multiple online databases and provide information on how to access them. A reliable online academic database is also:PubMedWeb of ScienceScopusJSTORScience
MagERICGovernment websitesWebsites ends in .gov, .edu, .ac, often considered a reliable source. Examples of trusted websites are:Sources from the pressMore caution is necessary when considering the use of articles, since the reliability of news sources available online varies significantly. Good sources that can generally be trusted
are eg The EconomistBloombergThe New York TimesPoliticoThe Wall Street JournalSources from social networks, blogs, and sites like Youtube or VimeoWith these sources, it really depends if they are reliable or not. They may or may not be highly biased, insufficiently researched and not well written. These sources should be
thoroughly tested before being used in an academic paper. FAQs about trusted sourcesHow do you recognize a trusted source? A reliable source is often written by authors with a good reputation, it is up-to-date and can be accessed through your university's library. What defines a reliable source? A reliable source is defined as an
unreliable and supported academic reference, written by well-known researchers. What are some examples of reliable sources? Some examples of reliable sources are research papers from any of the following journals:PubMedWeb of ScienceScopusJSTORScience MagERICShould I use only credible sources for my paper? Have!
Academic text requires you to use only reliable sources. What are the benefits of reliable sources? The benefit of using reliable sources is that having a legitimate academic paper, based on practical references that support your arguments, will eventually turn into academic credibility. Reading related articles is an essential part of studying
at university. However, students may feel because they may feel overwhelmed by the number of necessary readings or by the complex concepts and inconceied terms found in academic books and articles. With the appropriate methods and strategies, you will find read more management. Read for a specify What to read? If you are
reading for an exercise, you will need to read widely. Depending on your research topic, you will need to read books covering specialized issues, research articles, conference procedures, reports, dissies, or more. Use the CityU Find library to identify your necessary books, title, and articles. For the content of specialized databases such
as legal or financial data, use the article database to find articles related to your research topic. How to read? Some academic concepts and terms can be confusing. However, understanding is not enough to read for a task. You also need to read criticism. To capture the main ideas of an academic work, notes are also a must. Here are
some techniques to help you read more effectively. Handling difficult concepts or unfamilar terms Your familiarity with your reading topic can determine how you read for your exercises. If you find concepts or terms in a learning job too confusing, see if there are any graphs or diagrams in the article that can help you get a clearer picture.
Otherwise, you may need to find another way of reading that describes the concept in a more straighforward way before returning to the harder one. You may also need to use a specific dictionary or terminology table of the topic to help you explain unfamillar terms. Open AccessArticle by * and Department of Civil, Environmental, and
Architectural Engineering, University of Colorado Boulder, Boulder 80309, CO, USA * Author whose letters should be addressed. Sustainable Development 2020, 12(6), 2308; Received: 11/02/2020 / Revised: 10/03/2020 / Accepted: 13/03/2020 / Published: 16/03/2020 Full text View Download PDF Citing this article U.S. centers have
witnessed an increase in earthquakes in recent years, motivate scholars to study this new danger and communicate their findings to the public – that earthquakes are caused by humans and associated with activities related to oil and gas development. However, individuals receive information from a variety of sources and accept or reject
information based on how reliable they view the source. In this study, we managed and analyzed a household survey to understand what individuals considered to be reliable in terms of seismic cause and development of oil and gas, and what factors predicted the reliability of this cognitive source. We find that scholars are considered the
most reliable sources, and elected officials are considered the most reliable sources. Rural questioneers viewed sources, including academics, as less reliable than their urban partners. People who experience more negative effects of seismicity cause viewing all sources as less reliable than individuals have not experienced such
detrimental effects. These findings are important to consider as we develop access and campaigns around sustainability issues, as the public will view certain sources, especially scholars, more reliably than traditional sources of policy creation and enacting, such as elected officials and government agencies. View full text keywords:
source reliability; cause seismic; hydraulic frac breaking; sharing information; survey research; prestige of oil and gas sources; cause seismic; hydraulic frac breaking; sharing information; survey research; Oil &amp; Gas ►► Display figures This is an open access article distributed under the Creative Commons Public Writing License that
allows unlimited use, distribution and copying in any medium, as long as the original work is properly quoted Additional File 1: PDF-Document (PDF, 144 KiB) Share and Quote MDPI and ACS Style Tracy, A.; Javernick-Will, A. Reliable source of seismic-ins caused information. Sustainable Development 2020, 12, 2308. AMA Style Tracy
A, Javernick-Will A. Reliable source of seismic-ins caused information. Sustainable. 2020; 12(6):2308. Chicago/Turabian Style Tracy, Andrew; Javernick-Will, Amy. 2020. Reliable source of seismic information. Sustainability 12, Number 6: 2308. Show more citation formats Show fewer citation formats Than Article Graphs Before we start
researching our tasks, we need to decide where to find reliable information. After all, not all information is equal, and with easy access to information through the Internet, it is becoming increasingly complex to separate good, from bad or down down to ugly. Fake news is in the news these days! It is important to note that no source is
unreliable, however, a reliable source will provide evidence to help you understand how its arguments are positioned. Different types of information and sources meet different needs. If you are knowledgeable, you will have the skills to source information that allows you to make quality, reliable informed decisions. For example, if you
require intensive exploration of a field, then an academic book may fit, or a very targeted explanation of a particular topic can be found in an academic journal, however, both sources may take at least a few years to make it to publish. If you're looking for news or commentary, you might want to consider more popular sources, such as a
quality public service magazine, trusted sources, or even a reputable blog! However, these sources vary according to different requirements, and in order to build an important ally in a college mission, you need to find relevant, expert, evidence-based sources. Article OERS Web Domains Facts in News The definition of a trusted source
may vary depending on the discipline, but in general, for academic writing, a reliable source is one that is unselfliable and is backed up with When writing a research article, always use and cite reliable sources. Use this check list to determine if is it reliable or not: Is the source intensive (more than one or two pages), with an abstract, a
reference list, and research or data? Who are the subjects (researchers, professors, students, the general population, experts in a particular field)? What is the purpose of the source (providing information or initial research or experiment reports, to entertain or persuade the public or to provide news or information specific to a commercial
or industry)? Who are the authors? Are they respected and well-known in this field? Are they easily i.m.? Did they write about other similar topics? What is their login information? Is the source reputable? Is it published on a reputable, unselfs not biased website, or in a peer-reviewed, academic journal, and not from a newspaper, blog, or
wiki? Is the source present for your theme? Are there supporting documents (graphs, charts, illustrations, or other supporting documents)? Top Open Educational Resources (OERs) are free-to-use licensed materials, for teaching or learning purposes. Use this check list to find reliable and useful OER: Resources with CC (Creative
Commons) licenses where resources can be reused or shared? Who is the author and what is their login information? Did they write other content on the subject? Are they a professor or expert in the topic they are writing about? Is the content uns biased? Where do your Top Sources come from? government or military (.gov or .mil) -
Government or military websites end in .gov or .mil, and are generally reliable sources on the web. However, be careful with the political sites used to influence public opinion. university (.edu) - The university's website ends in .edu, and is usually reliable. Use these sites with caution, check reliability and authority. Company's website
(.com) - The company's websites usually end in .com. These sites are great for information about a particular company. Note, however, that the company's websites are used for promotion, so make sure the information is uns biased. Special Interest (.org) – While many professional organizations end up with .org, there are also many
.orgs biased and promoting a specific agenda. Video Guide review sites (5:16pm) Top The Center for News Literacy makes the case that consumers are smart of online news. Gutenberg's deepest media revolution since the invention of print journalism seems to make it harder, not easier, to determine the truth. The digital revolution is
characterized by a flood of misinformation and misinformation that news consumers can access from anywhere at any time... This excess of information has made it imperative for citizens to learn how to assess the reliability of news reports and sources transmitted along their social networks. Strategy Check events There are many fact
check sites available online. Before using one of these sites, remember, a good fact check service will use and will provide uns biased, competent sources to support their claims. Look for the criteria below when searching for events. Is there an Introduction to us site source review? Does it disclose funding? Knowing this information
allows you to evaluate the purpose and views of the website. Citations and evidence The information cited so that you can trace the source and verify it? What evidence is used to prove the author's point of view? Is the evidence credible, and is it used in a reasonable way? For more tips, see the sections above. Be careful: Sites that
contain the element lo (e.g. Newslo) or end with .com.co. This information often presents misinformation for satirical or other purposes. The site urges you to dox an individual or organized amateur design site, use ALL CAPS and try to play on your emotions The signs that the information is unreliable and you should do more research
through other sources memes make the rounds on Facebook or other social media sites Try googling the topic of one meme or other suspect story: if it is a legitimate news story, you will probably find it covered by a source established as a major newspaper or TV news channel Clickbait Sensationalist title and odd image purportedly not
to publish legitimate news , but to increase traffic at a site Burst your filter bubbles Web browsers and social media sites use algorithms that feed you the information you've shown a hobby for. This so-called filter bubble that connects us to news tends to reinforce our set views, rather than challenging us with new ideas. When conducting
research for the class or simply deciding on a problem, try the following strategies: Find reliable information from both sides of a problem: conservative and liberal; religion and atheism; industrialized and developing countries; Use a database that hasn't been affected by your previous web searches, for example, the UMGC OneSearch
library USA.gov data.gov Experiment with technology solutions, such as How to pop your filter bubble from the Waterford Technology Library. Talk to people with views that are different from yours. That solution was provided by Eli Pariser, who wrote a book and did a Ted talk on filter bubbles. (Thanks to the following excellent tutorials
that we have drawn for part of the above content: Bristol Community College and Stark State Digital Library.) Top
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